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Abstract
The educators’ ability to self-improvement is considered in the article by means of a special system. It can be
represented as a three-level hierarchical model with fuzzy structural relationships. The intermediate level of this
model contains components that enable the formation and development of the object of the upper level
(educators’ ability to self-improvement): 1) motivational-valuable component; 2) the emotional-volitional
component; 3) reflective-evaluative component; 4) cognitive component; 5) organizing component. The lower
level of the model contains indicators. They make it possible to evaluate the degree of the selected components’
formation and the stage of the development of the investigated ability as a whole. Each state of the educators'
ability to self-improvement is characterized by a tuple. The stage reached by the relevant components is the
element of this tuple. According to self-assessments received from 214 lecturers and teachers, the most common
states were defined. It has allowed to form a sequence of such states. The transitions between them describe the
patterns of development of the educators' ability to self-improvement. The described technique allows us to
characterize the development of this ability not only among educators, but also among professional managers,
doctors, engineers in the field of electrical engineering and electronics, and others.
Keywords: the educators’ ability to self-improvement, a three-level hierarchical model, the state of the
educators' ability to self-improvement, transitions between states, the patterns of development of the educators'
ability to self-improvement
1. Introduction
It is well known that modern education is facing some serious challenges. Students' motivation for learning is
weak. The relationship between the study of social experience and the students’ formation of their own
experience is not optimal. It has become disreputable to be a highly educated person with high moral values. The
renewal rate of the content that is essential towards a proper education is insufficient.
The transition to a knowledge society requires a change in orientation of the educational process. It should not be
dominated by a paradigm aimed at the assimilation of ready-made knowledge. Nowadays the main paradigm
should be anthropic and focus on the cultivation of the human in a person. It is necessary to create conditions for
the formation of cognitive strategies of self-learning and self-education among all participants in educational
activities. The ability to obtain, understand, comprehend the information and put it into practice should be
formed. The teachers and lecturers capable of self-development and performing their work creatively are
required to resolve these problems successfully (Steele & Zhang, 2016).
The task of training educators cannot be properly completed without the assessment of these abilities. The aim of
this research is to design a method focused on the fulfillment of assessment of teachers' and lecturers' ability to
self-improvement. These methodical tools will create a basis to compare the levels of formation of the
abovementioned abilities among different educators, as well as the teachers and lecturers who work in different
regions (in different countries). It will be possible to evaluate the effectiveness of teachers’ and lecturers’ training
and retraining programs, as well as identify and characterize the socio-cultural factors that contribute or impede
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the process of self-improovement.
2. Model oof the educatoors’ ability to self-improvem
ment
Today the ability to selff-improvementt is an integral quality in a person. It contrributes to the ssuccessful teac
chers’
and lectureers’ professionnal activity. Thhis ability meaans the formatiion, developmeent and activattion of the rele
evant
qualities oof the educatorrs' personality ((purposefulnesss, persistencee, self-organizaation, etc.). It iis a consequen
nce of
the unity oof their professsional and peersonal self-im
mprovement. T
The intention too develop, leaarn new thingss and
become m
more competennt, better, moree interesting foor pupils, studdents and colleeagues is incluuded in the stu
udied
ability (UR
RL: http://www
w.iisd.org/pdf/b
/balatonreport.ppdf (1999); Fishman, Merdeeeva & Fokina, 2016).
Accordingg to the system
ms approach thee mentioned abbility has the fo
following princcipal features:
 Level of formation of
o ability to sself-improvemeent among teaachers and leccturers is deterrmined more often
throughh the qualitativve variables
 The scaales that are ussed to measuree and evaluate various characcteristics of suuch ability are ppolytypic
 The strructure of mutuual relationshipps between coomponents of thhis ability is m
multi-layered annd hierarchica
al
 There aare the semanttic intersectionns between com
mponents of edducators’ abilitty to self- imprrovement
The educaators’ ability too self-improveement is a com
mplicated object in which a person takes aan active role.. The
nature of tthese objects cannot be preesented effectivvely through a model with a clear structuure (Zadeh, 19
975a;
Zadeh, 19975b; Zadeh, 1975c). Thereefore, approxim
mate approachhes and technniques with the use of lingu
uistic
variables sshould be appllied to measuree and assess thhe level of theiir developmentt. In this way tthe description
n of a
peculiar reeflection of thee world and him
mself by the peerson can be pprovided.
Thus, for diagnostic puurposes the teeachers’ abilityy to self-imprrovement mayy be presentedd by means of the
hierarchicaal model (see Fig. 1). This is a three-levvel cognitive m
model with fuzzzy (vague) sttructural sema
antics
(Fishman, Trukhina & Merdeeva,
M
20111; Fishman, M
Merdeeva & Fokkina, 2016 andd others).

The Scheme off the Three-Levvel Model. Thee conceptual sttructure of the investigated object is represe
ented
Figure 1. T
hhere. The fuzziiness of relatioons between inndicators and thhe examined components is rregistered
The upperr level of this model
m
is preseented by the exxamined objecct – the educattors’ ability to self-improvem
ment.
At this levvel the object is characterizedd systemically,
y, holistically. IIt is described by a set of quaalities that deffine it
and distingguish it from thhe environmennt.
The contennt of the interm
mediate level includes the ccomplex of com
mponents that provide formaation, development
and activaation of menttal conditions and qualitiess of teachers’ personalities.. Such condittions and qua
alities
contribute to the successsful performaance of educators’ professionnal activity (S
Slusareva, 2010). Having stu
udied
numerous researches (seee Abakumovaa, 2013; Melyyohina, 2008 annd other) the following arraay of the five basic
structural ccomponents off teachers’ andd lecturers’ abillity to self-impprovement wass selected:

Motivvational-valuaable componennt Q – interesst in activity, nneed for successsful executionn of the given tasks,
stability oof leading professional
p
vvalues and innterests, eageerness for thhe professionaal excellence and
self-improovement;

Emottional-volitionnal component Q – the sysstem of emotioonal and volittional qualitiess of the indiviidual,
providing him with thee ability to m
manage actions, emotional stability in unnderstanding and acceptanc
ce of
problems, activity, orienntation, perseveerance, persisteence etc.;
ms and difficuulties, the abiliity to

Refleective-evaluative componentt Q – the skkill to recognizze any problem
understandd the reasons for
f the success or failure, reaadiness for selff-reflection, sellf-criticism. M
Maturity percep
ptions
of the perssonality and prrofessional actiivity, the profiiciency to estim
mate opportuniities, etc.;
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Cognitive component Q – knowledge necessary for realization of activity, problem solving skills,
possession of relevant social experience and the ability to use it in professional activity;

Organizing component Q – awareness of necessity and importance of self-management and
self-organization, ability to plan activities, possession of techniques to self-control and self-manage, skill to
renew the system of professional activity.
The lower level of the model contains specific indicators. They make it possible to evaluate the degree of
formation of the selected components and considered ability as a whole. Each indicator is available for a
monitoring and direct evaluation (measurement).
3. Method
Method development was held in three stages. First of all a specific set of indicators was determined. In this case
the following requirements were used:
 Used indicators
and recorded

, whose meaning can be understood clearly. All of them should be accurately observed

 Feature τ is measured (estimated) for each indicator
displayed in the values of the ordinal scale

. This feature is the frequency of occurrence that is

 The wording of each indicator
should give the opportunity to execute the interpretation of the meaning of
the used values. One of the values must be determined as normal
 The relationships between the indicators and the conceptual model’s components do not necessarily have to
be strict. Every indicator x may characterize several components Q and therefore it should be described
by the corresponding membership function μ x .
45 indicators have been used in the conceptual model of teachers’ and lecturers’ ability to self-improvement. The
values of the membership function μ x . for each indicator x have been assessed by experts. So, for example,
to evaluate the organizing component Q the following indicators are used (Note 1):


– Carries out the plan of the work (



– Uses office equipment and the databases available through computer information



– Knows the methods of self-improvement (



– Manages time (



– Applies techniques of self-organization (



– Aware of need and the importance of self-organization and self-management (



– Focuses on the sources necessary for the development of a personal and professional culture (



– Reconstructs the system of professional work (



– Works productively with literature (

1)
1)

1)

0,6)
0,6)
0,6)
0,6)

0,4)

0,4)

Note that most of the indicators belong to more than one component (so, in the example above only three first
indicators belong to the organizing component and the rest – to the two or three other components). Thus, the
total amount of the selected 45 indicators includes:
 an aggregate of 25 indicators, which characterize the motivational-value component;
 an aggregate of 24 indicators, which characterize the emotional-volitional component;
 an aggregate of 23 indicators, which characterize the reflective-evaluative component;
 an aggregate of 33 indicators, which characterize the cognitive component;
 an aggregate of 22 indicators, which characterize the organizing component (Fishman, Merdeeva & Fokina,
2016).
At the second stage the formalized representation of any position of educators’ ability to self-improvement is
introduced. The following assumptions were used:
 Intensity index of every -th indicator characterizes the level of development of the -th component Q in
accordance with the membership function
 For an assessment of the level of each component’s development the correct procedures for the aggregation of
the indicator’s intensity can be designed
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 The levvel of educatoor’s ability to self-improvem
ment is charactterized by a seet of estimatess of the level of
o all
compoonents’ developpment; they aree represented aas a tuple, i.e. aare not aggregaated (Fishman & Fokina, – 2014).
In fact, thee number of components
c
deetermines the nnumber of deggrees of freedoom in the spacce of the described
object (thee educators’ abbility to self-im
mprovement). Thus it definnes the maximuum possible sppecification off this
descriptionn.
Let us connsider a set of
educators. The level of ability to self--improvement is evaluated ffor each of them. A
set of asseessments that characterize
c
thee levels of k coomponents of -th educator can be writtenn as a tuple (N
Note 2)
̂
, ,…
. Heere
is the raating of the deegree achievedd by the -th ccomponent. Thhis tuple represents
the assessm
ment of the abbility to self-im
mprovement ggenerally achieeved by the n--th educator. Inn fact, this tup
ple is
the estimatted model thatt symbolically displays this pposition.
If statess of developm
ment can be deetermined for each componeent, then the nnumber of diff
fferent states of
o the
process deepends on the value
v
of . It iss clear that theere are only
distinguishabble states of prrocess.
At the thirrd stage the coognitive map tthat visually diisplays an ideaa about the invvestigated process is formed
d. On
such map--viewing a cooncrete locatioon of all
ddistinguishablee states of prrocess and alllowable transiitions
between thhem are speciffied. Thereby tthe whole rangge of potentiall possibilities oof developmennt of this proce
ess is
represented.
When constructing a maap-viewing, thee following rulles are used:
 Map-viewing has thee form of the ggraph, whose vvertices form thhe distinguishaable states of thhe process
 Each ddistinguishablee state, which is described bby a certain tupple, is consideered as the releevant vertex of
o the
graph
 Two diistinguishable states are connsidered as neigghboring if theeir tuples diffeer in the index of the level of any
one devvelopment com
mponent, and m
moreover the vvalue of this inndex differs peer 1
 To the right on the graph
g
neighbooring vertices aare situated. A
At each vertex a tuple has a larger value of
o the
discreppant indicator
 An increase of index of level for onnly one of the ccomponents taakes place for aall allowable trransitions from
m any
verticees to the neighbboring one. Inddexes of the levvel for other components rem
main unchangeed. Such transiitions
are reppresented as dirrected arcs connnecting the addjacent verticees.

Figure 2. T
The graph of thhe set of possibble transitions iin the developm
ment of the proocess, which iss described by three
coomponents
29
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As an illusstration, Figuree 2 is the grapph of the possibble trajectoriess of the objectt development which is described
by the threee componentss.
Each com
mponent is evaaluated by onee of three possible levels off the scale, deescribing the tthree stages of the
developmeent. Vertices of the graphh (distinguishhable states) are representted by ellipsses, in which
h the
correspondding tuples aree recorded. Veertical lines paass through thee states of thee process whicch are formed in S
steps. In thhis case S=0 – the initial staate in which thhe process is hiidden and its inndicators poinnt to the lower level
of developpment of all coomponents. S=
=6 – the final state in which tthe process is tthe most develloped.
On fig. 2 the possible transitions
t
of the process arre presented. S
Such process has a simplerr structure than
n the
structure oof the process of educators’ self-improvem
ment. Since thiis process is ddescribed by fiive componentts, its
map-viewiing contains 3
243 stattes. However, the empirical data indicatess that the majoority of these states
s
are unoccuupied. That is why
w a map-patth of the investigated process is more inforrmative than a map-viewing..
4. Results
A random sample of teaachers and eduucators was formed to assesss their ability to self-improvvement. It inclluded
214 teacheers and lecturers from five reegions of the F
Far East of Russsia (96 lectureers and 118 teaachers). Each of
o the
participantts evaluated thheir activities uusing 45 offerred indicators. Verification oof these estimaates was performed
on the basiis of the analysis of opinionss and statemennts from colleaagues and supeervisors.
At first it was determined whether thhe factor of whhere the teacheer worked (at a school or aat a university)) was
significantt or not. The use
u of χ testt showed that the distributioons of estimatees of 39 indicaators in a grou
up of
lecturers ((96 people) annd in a groupp of teachers (118 people) were not siggnificantly diff
fferent. Statistiically
significantt differences of
o distributionss were found oonly for 6 indiicators. Thus, with a confidence probabiliity of
86,7% we have made a decision on thhe possibility tto unite a grouup of lecturers and a group oof teachers. All the
results thaat characterize the dynamics of teachers' abbility to self-im
mprovement haave been obtaiined on the bassis of
the empirical data of the pooled samplle.
dered.
After anallysis of self-asssessments thee different devvelopment statees of the investigated abilityy were consid
The map-ppath of this proocess is shownn in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The map-pathh of the ability to self-improvvement of teachhers and lecturrers.
The ellipses contain tupples that repressent the state oof this process (Note 3). Thhe relative quaantities of teac
chers'
and lectureers' in the corrresponding staates are writtenn above the elllipses. Bold ellipses denote the states with the
highest rellative quantitiees at each step,, and the thick lines connect these states.
The initiall state is repreesented by the tuple (1,1,1,1,1), in which aall componentts are not deveeloped and are
e at a
minimum level of 1.
o the componeents moves onn the 2nd levell. There are 2 of these statess 2, 1, 1, 1, 1 and
After the 11st step, one of
1, 1, 1, 2, 1 . In the firsst of them, thee 1st componeent («motivatioonal-valuable component») moved on the
e 2nd
level, and in the second – the 4th compponent («the ccognitive compponent») moveed on the 2nd llevel. According to
empirical ddata the state 2, 1, 1, 1, 1 occurs 4 timess more often thhan the state 1, 1, 1, 2, 1 .
After the 2nd step 2 coomponents alrready reach thhe 2nd level. There are 2 oof these statess: 2, 1, 2, 1, 1 and
1, 1, 2, 2, 1 . Transitioon into thesee states is aassociated witth the develoopment of thhe 3d compo
onent
30
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(«reflective-evaluative component») to a 2nd level. According to empirical data both states (2,1,2,1,1) and
(1,1,2,2,1) occur with the same frequency.
Similarly we can consider the further steps.
The analysis of states that have been identified on the basis of empirical data, points to the following empirical
regularities of development of teachers' and lecturers' ability to self-improvement:
1. Development of teachers' and lecturers' ability to self-improvement is not a well-defined linear process. This
process has a non-linear probabilistic nature. Each transition to a higher level is carried out step by step, without a
“jump” through any level. The different sequences of states, reflecting the development of the components of this
ability, may be realized.
2. The following order of the most probable development of various components is implemented. The state where
the «motivational-valuable component» is located on the next level is formed first of all. After that the
«reflective-evaluative component» is detected on a higher level. Next, the «emotional-volitional component» is
enhanced to a new level. Then, the «cognitive component» is developed up to the following level. Finally, the
«organizing component» completes the cycle of transitions to the next level.
5. Discussions
Identification of the most likely order of the components’ development of the educators’ ability to
self-improvement opens a new opportunity to study this process. It is known that the traditional method of
studying the dynamics of such process can be realized only on the basis of prolonged observation. However, it is
clear that its duration cannot be less than the time of the investigated process development.
Now it is possible to form a mixed research strategy and significantly shorten the duration of prolonged
observation. It is not necessarily to observe the dynamics of the whole process entirely, because this dynamic is
represented by the most likely development path. It is possible to explore only those educators, whose process of
self-improvement is in certain states, and to observe them only while the transition out from these states will take
place.
In addition, the integration of the results of one-time observations together with datasets of prolonged
observations makes it possible to remove the requirement of a single sample set of observations objects. It is
sufficient to fulfill the following conditions:
1) The representativeness of the sample which is used in the initial empirical model based on the results of
one-time observations;
2) The representativeness of the samples for prolonged observation, which are initially «tied» to the various
achievable states
In this case there is no requirement of the same composition of the used samples.
6. Conclusion
The development of this area allows to receive new results and to offer new research tasks. Let us formulate
some of them.
Task 1 «The study of the reversible segments of trajectory development». This problem can be solved on the
basis of a mixed research strategy. Examining the participants of the process of self-improvement, which are in a
particular state, it is possible to determine the ratio of the number of those who go to the next state, and those
who return to the previous one. With the necessary volume of the sample the probability of a reverse
development process can be determined and the factors contributing to this development can be identified.
Sequential study of the direct and reverse options of the development for each state will allow determination of
the reversible segments of trajectory development of this process.
Task 2 «The possibility to manage the selected process’ development». It is clear that acting factors have specific
efficiency of influence on the various stages of the selected process development. Hence, it is possible to identify
the main factors that accelerate or hamper the process of development. As a result, the conditions that provide
the necessary characteristic of the process at every stage of its development can be identified and experimentally
verified.
Task 3 «The individualization of the educational process in additional teacher retraining». As a result of the
diagnosis of the current state of the teachers’ ability to self-improvement the zone of their proximal development
can be identified. Therefore, it is possible to form a group of participants’ training courses or professional
training, which will combine teachers and lecturers with similar zones of proximal development. For such groups,
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special education programs targeted at the specific needs of proximal development can be designed. This can
significantly increase the effectiveness of additional pedagogical education.
Task 4 « Investigation of other professionals’ ability to self-improvement». Nowadays the ability to
self-improvement has become an essential quality of the competitive specialist. The described technique allows
us to characterize the development of this ability among a variety of workers, such as professional managers,
lawyers, doctors, engineers and others. It will be possible to reveal the general patterns of this development and
the influence of professional specifics on its features.
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Notes
Note 1. In parentheses the expert assessments of values of the membership function of each indicator for this
component are written.
Note 2. A tuple in mathematics and in computer sciences – an ordered set of
elements (components), where
is any integer. A set of elements of tuple has a certain order and each component has a fixed position in the set.
Note 3. In all of these tuples the first element characterizes the level of development of motivational-valuable
component, the second – level of development of emotional-volitional component, the third – level of
development of reflective-evaluative component, the fourth – level of development of the cognitive component,
the fifth – level of development of the organizing component.
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